Ramadan and Eid at Yas Viceroy

Iftar Buffet at Origins
Break the fast this year at one of Abu Dhabi’s most acclaimed all-day dining
experiences, Origins at Yas Viceroy. Begin with a truly traditional breaking of
the fast with jallab, tamer hindi, kamer aldein, laban earan, karkadé juices
and plain and stuffed dates. Classic Arabic family dishes of sambousek
jebneh and fatayer sabanekh alongside traditional oriental mixed grill
including shish taouk, lamb kebab, kofta kebab and garlic prawns will be sure
to please. Finish on a sweet note with date pudding, date toffee cake,
kunafa cheese and umm ali.
Price is AED185++ including soft drinks and Ramadan juices
Sohour at Atayeb
Throughout Ramadan Yas Viceroy’s award winning Arabic restaurant,
Atayeb, will play host to a delectable Sohour a la carte menu set amongst a
backdrop of traditional Arabic decorations and kanoun music. Included on
the menu are favourites such as Houmous, Moutable, Tabouleh and Fatoush.
From the barbeque grill Chekaf mtabaleh, Reyash Gknam, Halabi and shish
taouk will also be available. For dessert treat yourself to assorted dates,
muhalabiya and kataif. Entertainment is provided in the form of card games
and backgammon as well as Shisha.

Eid Buffet at Origins
This Eid, Origins at Yas Viceroy will offer guests the opportunity to celebrate
the end of Ramadan among the most striking of sceneries, Yas Island. Mix

modern surroundings with traditional cuisine and sample the wide array of
Pan-Arabic dishes such as; babaganoush, hommus, muhammara, mutabel
and fattoush. From the oriental hot mezzeh; sambousek jebneh, fatayer
sabanekh, kibbeh sajeyah and falafel will satisfy even the most discerning
guests. Be sure to try the customary whole roasted baby lamb ouzi with
oriental rice and finish off with sweets such as halawiyat al jiban, umali and
date mamul.
Price is AED250++ including soft drinks and the above mentioned Ramadan
juices.
Children below the age of 11 eat for half price, below five eat for free
For reservations please call: +971 2 656 0600
About Viceroy Hotel Group
Viceroy Hotel Group delivers one-of-a-kind lifestyle experiences that bring together
provocative design and intuitive service in sought-after locations. Signature brand
amenities and services created for the diverse business and leisure guests include
dynamic dining venues featuring world-class culinary talents and destination spas
specializing in health, fitness and beauty. Current properties include hotels and resorts in
Abu Dhabi, Anguilla, Beverly Hills, Maldives, Miami, New York, Palm Springs,
Riviera Maya, San Francisco, Santa Monica, Snowmass, St. Lucia and
Zihuatanejo with forthcoming openings in Istanbul and Bodrum, Turkey.
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